Changing the speed/distance

Active Distances Assistant DISTRONIC maintains a speed which has been stored.

If rocker switch is pressed upwards twice, you can change the stored speed.

You can change the set speed:

1. Press rocker switch upwards twice.
2. Move rocker switch up or down beyond the pressure point.

Distance Assist DISTRONIC is activated with the rocker switch.

You can change the set speed:

1. Press rocker switch upwards twice.
2. Move rocker switch up or down beyond the pressure point.

Set the speed to the front passenger.
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Rapida access to audio sources

Operator’s Manual

Connecting external media sources

1. Bluetooth

General information:
- Help for a specific system:
- The VoiceControl System allows you to comfortably operate the majority of the vehicle's multimedia system.
- Help for the current function:
- The VoiceControl System lets you control the radio, CD changer, tape deck, DVD, or MP3 system.
- Voice commands for navigation:
- A spoken-to-textual message: "Hello!" is spoken every time the navigation system is started.
- Voice commands for telephone:
- "Call John" starts a call to the named add
- Call a number
- Voice commands for audio mode:
- "Open iPod" displays the iPod on the screen.
- "My Music" displays the iPod's music list.
- "Preset 1" displays the iPod's preset 1.

Zooming the map

Slide to the left or right in order to open a controller, touchpad or Touch Control.

Starting a query

Make sure that your entire Operator’s Manual is visible. Otherwise, you may not recognize dangers.

Requirement

- Bluetooth

General information:
- The Bluetooth function is activated when the vehicle is started.
- Bluetooth turn-on or slide the detection button to the left or right in order to open a controller.
- Confirms your selection by pressing the controller.

Zooming the map

Touchpad: move two fingers together or apart

Gesture turn-on or slide with right

Input sources to audio sources

Depending on the audio source to which you are currently listening, you can enter the following modes:
- To open the access bar; swipe up with two fingers.
- To turn the volume up; swipe right on the touchpad.
- To turn the volume down; swipe left on the touchpad.
- To delete a character; swipe down with two fingers on the touchpad.

Voice commands for navigation

- "Play Moonlight Sonata" plays the named media file. All tracks available in the system can be used.
- "Stop" stops a segment.
- "Start route guidance to the named address." starts route guidance to the named address.
- "Full screen mode" starts route guidance in full screen mode.

Favorites

- Favorites allow you to quickly call up applications you use regularly.
- The favorites bar is shown.
- Favorites allow you to quickly call up applications you use regularly.
- The favorites bar is shown.

Establishing a Bluetooth connection

- "Pair with" enters a pairing mode.
- "Connect to" enters a connection mode.
- "Disconnect" disconnects from a device.
- "Unpair" unpairs from a device.
- "Delete" deletes a device from memory.

Voice commands for telephone

- "Call John" starts a call to the named address.
- "Call a number" enters the number address.
- "Call a number" enters the number address.
- "Call a number"

Voice commands for audio mode

- "Open iPod" displays the iPod on the screen.
- "My Music" displays the iPod's music list.
- "Preset 1" displays the iPod's preset 1.
- "Play a song" plays a song.
- "Set up a ringtone" sets up a ringtone.
- "Change volume" changes the sound volume.
- "Connection error" displays a connection error.
- "Call John" starts a call to the named address.
- "Call a number" enters the number address.
- "Call a number"

Operating the multifunction steering wheel

Further information:

https://www.mbusa.com

Further information:

https://www.mbusa.com

Buttons on the multifunction steering wheel

Note that your vehicle may not be fitted with all features described.

Overview of the multimedia system

Favorites

- Favorites allow you to quickly call up applications you use regularly.
- The favorites bar is shown.
- Favorites allow you to quickly call up applications you use regularly.
- The favorites bar is shown.

Establishing a Bluetooth connection

- "Pair with" enters a pairing mode.
- "Connect to" enters a connection mode.
- "Disconnect" disconnects from a device.
- "Unpair" unpairs from a device.
- "Delete" deletes a device from memory.

Voice commands for telephone

- "Call John" starts a call to the named address.
- "Call a number" enters the number address.
- "Call a number"

Voice commands for audio mode

- "Open iPod" displays the iPod on the screen.
- "My Music" displays the iPod's music list.
- "Preset 1" displays the iPod's preset 1.
- "Play a song" plays a song.
- "Set up a ringtone" sets up a ringtone.
- "Change volume" changes the sound volume.
- "Connection error" displays a connection error.
- "Call John" starts a call to the named address.
- "Call a number" enters the number address.
- "Call a number"

Operating the multimedia system
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